4-Strand Double-ended Leash
Supplies:

Tools:

• 20 ft. of 550 color #1
• Scissors
• 20 ft. of 550 color #2
• Lighter
• x2 Brass O-rings (1 in.) • Binder clip
• x2 Brass Snaps (1/4 in.)

Directions:

1. Thread both colors through brass snap.
Snap should be at middle of both cords.
2. Cross light color over itself between
dark color strands.
3. Cross dark color over itself between
light color strands.
4. Repeating steps 2 and 3 will form braid.
5. Clip braid whenever necessary. When
you have completed 1 ft. of braiding,
thread a brass ring onto two strands.
Then, continue braiding until you have
nearly reached desired length. Thread the
second brass ring on the same way. Braid
for 1 ft. more.
6. Thread second brass snap onto two
strands. Fold down other two strands.
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Directions: (continued)

7. Cross dark strand that went through the
snap over the braid. The end will be
finished with a cobra weave.
8. Fold light color over dark.
9. Bring light color around the back and up
through the loop created by the dark color.
Pull tight.
10. Reverse sides and follow steps 7-9
again. Cross dark color over top, light
color goes around back and through the
loop.
11. Continue alternating this pattern until
you have a couple of inches weaved.
12. Cut the ends about a half inch from
your weave. Melt with the lighter, and use
the flat side of the scissors to squish it
against your project.

Use:

Either end of this leash can be attached to
your pet’s collar. The other can be
snapped into the nearest ring to form a
handle. The snap can also be used to
tether your pet to a pole or tree.

